Theoretical analysis and modeling
Consider a film bulk acoustic resonator (FBAR) consisting of a piezoelectric (PE) layer sandwiched by two metal electrodes, sitting on a polymer support layer on a substrate as shown in Figure 1a . We assume that the bottom electrode has similar properties to those of the PE layer, and it can be considered as part of the (PE) layer, thus the FBAR structure can be simplified as shown in Figure S1a for easy theoretical analysis. Standing plane waves are generated between the two electrodes under RF excitation. At the interface between the PE layer and the polymer support layer, the waves will partially transmit and reflect at the interface with the support polymer, and this is discussed in detail in the main article. Figure S1 . (a) Schematic structure of the proposed PI-FBAR and (b) the simplified multilayer structure for the FBAR. The plane waves partially transmit through the interface between the PE and support layer. The two electrodes on both sides of the active FBAR area form a coplanar wave guide to minimize the interference of the environment. Figure S1b and S1c are 3-dimensional (3D) schematics of the new architecture FBAR on a polyimide (PI) support layer (designated as PI-FBAR in the main article) and the backtrench FBAR (the membrane architecture as mentioned in the article), respectively, showing the details of the device structures. The PI-FBAR is solidly mounted on a polymer support layer, thus it is robust and strong, and very simple in structure and easy to fabricate, leading to high throughput and yield better than the trench-type FBARs. Figure S2 shows the evolution of displacements in 2D and 3D of the layers in the new FBAR architecture with varying PI thickness with the ZnO PE layer sandwiched by two Al electrodes. The structure used in the finite element analysis (FEA) modelling is the same as that shown in Figure S1b . A Si substrate of 20 µm, Al electrodes of 100 nm and a ZnO layer of 2.0 µm were used in the modelling. For the FBAR structure directly on the Si substrate, the displacement amplitudes in the PE and the Si layers are identical and there is little acoustic wave attenuation in the Si as the Si bulk is assumed to be a perfect crystalline material with no acoustic scattering and thermal absorption. The displacement amplitude in the PE layer increases and saturates, while that in the Si substrate decreases with increase in the PI thickness, and disappears at a PI thickness about 9 m, in agreement with the theoretical analysis discussed in the article. In this case, the acoustic wave entering the polymer layer diminishes exponentially within the PI layer and does not transmit the acoustic energy to the elastic Si substrate, enhancing the performance of the FBAR device.
By using a polymer support layer, the FBAR is effectively decoupled from the substrate, therefore the PI-FBARs can be fabricated on arbitrary substrates without being affected by the material properties of the substrate. Figure S3a Figure S3b provides a comparison of the displacements in each layer of the FBARs with different types of polymer support layer. The wave attenuation distance in the FBAR on a SU8 support layer is similar to that in the PI-FBAR as both the polymers have a similar acoustic impedance as shown in Figure 1b in the article, while that in the FBAR on a PDMS support layer is much shorter as it has a near-zero acoustic impedance. This implies that a very thin PDMS layer could be used as the polymer support for the fabrication of high performance FBARs (if the thermal budget issue can be solved).
Crystal characterization
The ZnO crystal structure was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). Figure S4a shows an SEM image of the cross section of a typical ZnO film with a thikcness of ~2 m. The ZnO film consists of columnar nanograins perpendicular to the substrate. XRD curve reveals a single strong peak which corresponds to the (0002) crystal orientation of ZnO crystal ( Figure S4b ).
The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the XRD peak is 0.151°, comparable to most of the results obtained from ZnO thin films deposited on rigid substrates. The roughness measured by atomic force microscopy is in the range of 8-12 nm for the ZnO film thickness of about 2 m. All these demonstrate the high crystalline quality of the thin films deposited on the PI layer. ZnO deposition process was mainly optimized using a Si substrate, whereas the thermal capacity and conductivity of copper and paper substrates are very different from those of Si, making the deposition processes slightly different from that on Si and glass substrates. The detailed characteristics of the FBARs on various substrates are summarized in Table S1 . The FBARs on Si (includes the trench-type FBAR) and glass substrates have similar characteristics, while those on copper and paper substrates have very different ones. Figure S6 shows microphotos of the FBARs on a paper substrate, showing the rough surface which was caused by non-uniform swelling during the solvent-based process. The uneven surface breaks or damages the ZnO film, deteriorating the performance of the PI-FBARs on a paper substrate. Figure S6 . Microphotos of the FBARs on a paper substrate, showing the long-range rough surface which is mainly caused by the deformation (swelling) of the paper in solution during the photolithography process.
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